Why a red poppy?
Canadian Colonel John McCrae first described the Red Poppy, the Flanders’ poppy, as the
flower of remembrance.
Whilst serving in the First World War, one death in particular affected the then Major McCrae.
A young friend and former student, Lieutenant Alexis Helmer of Ottawa, was killed on 2 May.
He was buried in the cemetery outside McCrae's dressing station, and McCrae had performed
the funeral ceremony in the absence of the chaplain.
McCrae vented his anguish by composing a poem. At the second battle of Ypres in 1915,
when in charge of a small first-aid post, he wrote in pencil on a page from his despatch book, a
poem that has come to be known as 'Flanders' Field' which described the poppies that marked
the graves of soldiers killed fighting for their country.

What is the significance for Australians?
The Red Poppy has special significance for
Australians.
Worn on Remembrance Day (11 November) each year, the red poppies were
among the first to flower in the devastated
battlefields of northern France and Belgium
in the First World War. In soldiers’ folklore,
the vivid red of the poppy came from the
blood of their comrades soaking the ground.
In England in 1919, the British Legion
sought an emblem that would honour the
dead and help the living. The Red Poppy
was adopted as that emblem and since
then has been accepted as the Emblem of
Remembrance.
The League adopted the idea in 1921, announcing:
"The Returned Sailors and Soldiers Imperial League of Australia and other Returned Soldiers
Organisations throughout the British Empire and Allied Countries have passed resolutions at
their international conventions to recognise the Poppy of Flanders' Fields as the international
memorial flower to be worn on the anniversary of Armistice Day.”
Australians wear a Red Poppy on Remembrance Day for three reasons. Firstly, in memory of
the sacred dead who rest in Flanders’ Fields. Secondly, to keep alive the memories of the sacred cause for which they laid down their lives; and thirdly, as a bond of esteem and affection
between the soldiers of all Allied nations and in respect for France, our common battleground.
Today, cloth poppies are sold on, or around, 11 November each year. They are an exact replica in size and colour of the poppies that bloom in Flanders’ Fields. The RSL sells millions of
red cloth poppies with proceeds going towards raising funds for welfare work.
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The President’s Log
degree in teaching. After taking up her role, Mary
quickly became our ‘go-to’ contact at the Museum for
all day-to-day necessities. The MAAA made a small
presentation at her farewell lunch in appreciation of
her services to all volunteers. Thanks Mary for a job
well done.
On the wider scene, many of us recently enjoyed
catching up with Richard Luxton, owner of the former
RAAF Base (and home of A52-600) Coomalie Creek,
N.T. Richard’s stay included a whirlwind of activities
such as visits to theatres, galleries, RAAF Museum
and A52-600, Tyabb Airshow (which was a beauty by
the way), and many others. See our next issue for the
latest Coomalie News, and a piece on volunteers as
historians.
Around the Restoration Hangar at the RAAF Museum,
Point Cook, slow but steady progress continues on
‘our’ Mossie A52-600. The Wednesday Warriors’
painstaking task of replacing outer fuselage skin panels is measureable each time we turn up for our second Sunday stints. It’s fine, detailed workmanship all
the way for these guys; one example is the hand
shaping of balsa infill panels to exactly match the original curves of the aeroplane. The Wednesday Warriors are: Peter Carne, Russell Garraway, Colin Hancock, Bruce Kean, David Uprichard and friends –
thanks to all.
Parts restoration, assessment and documentation on
the main landing gear assemblies is nearly complete.
This is literally the nuts-and-bolts side of the entire
project – and you can add washers, split pins, locking
wire and 1001 other hardware items to that list! Alongside those involved here, another team has just resumed the task of listing missing parts on the retractable tailwheel assembly. Museum technical staff recently sourced and bought many parts which were still
required, and it’s our job to mix and match these items
with the already restored parts to eventually complete
the tailwheel assembly. Meanwhile our computer databases require regular updates and improvements – a
major job in itself. Sunday School volunteers include:
Ron Gillis (team leader), Bob Stevens (computers,
databases), Pat Dulhunty, Eddie Wassenaar, Peter
Lewis, David Devenish, Don Taylor and friends –
thanks to all.

The MAAA was represented at the Darwin Defenders
74th Anniversary of the bombing of Darwin 19 February 1942 commemoration service at the Shrine. It
was a fine service, with many distinguished visitors,
the RAN band, and fly past by the RAAF Museum.
Peter Lewis, David Devenish and myself (with partners) stayed on for a speech by John ThompsonGrey on the bombing of Broome and the launch of his
latest book “Love, Luck and Larceny”. John is a most
entertaining presenter, and the book is highly enjoyable.
Thanks once again to all our volunteers for sticking to
the main tasks in what are sometimes frustrating
times, and to all our members for your valued support.
Terry Burke

Apart from MAAA volunteers’ involvement, on-going
infrastructure maintenance and repair tasks have
been in progress around the Museum. Repairs to several of the hangars have helped all of us, as has newly
laid asphalt around the Restoration hangar and public
viewing areas. Flying displays are set to be resumed
from Sunday 17 April, with the Roulettes to make a
welcome return. On a sadder note, we farewelled our
long-serving Volunteer Coordinator Mary Briggs last
month. Mary has returned to study, pursuing a higher
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Restoration News
We are well into the start of the new
restoration year.
Work has recommenced on the
Mossie fuselage by the Wednesday
team with another area between
bulkhead 5 and bulkhead 4, of new
balsa infill glued on, in preparation
for some more upper outer ply skin
to be glued on. Just prior to Xmas
the museum received the following
Mosquito parts (ex High Ball test aircraft) from NSW. A pilot's seat and
fuselage tail section with tail wheel
components.
A new Mossie volunteer, Simon, has
started restoration on the pilot's seat
with initial bead blasting to remove
surface rust and corrosion. The tail
section will be assessed for restoration, catalogued and stored for future use of parts.
Work has continued on finding, cataloguing and assessing restoration
of the main undercarriage assembly
bolts. We have started cataloguing
the contents of 2 of approx. 22 bays
of the Mosquito storage racking in
the restoration hangar.

Further consolidation of the
MAAA occupation of our newly
renovated accommodation in
P187 is on going.
Thanks to all for your continued
effort,
Ron Gillis
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The People’s Mosquito

Recently our Association has been contacted by ‘The People’s Mosquito’ through two extremely enthusiastic gentlemen:
John Lilley: Chairman and Managing Director –
@spitfireprxix – John is Project Lead.
Ross Sharp: Director of Engineering and Airframe
Compliance – @GRossSharp – Ross is responsible for the
engineering and compliance aspects of the Project.
They are forming bonds with all groups interested in Mosquito restoration and people with a passion for Mosquitos.
They are desperately in need of funds and seek donations from any
quarter.
The following article has excerpts from their website for those of you
who do not have an Internet connection, for those who do, please
visit www.peoplesmosquito.org.uk to either become a member or
make a donation.

About The People’s Mosquito
The People’s Mosquito project began life on Twitter, in the closing days of 2011, when warbird enthusiast and part-time aircraft restorer John Lilley,
who had previously worked on the restoration of
the Imperial War Museum’s Mosquito TT.35
TA719 at Duxford, casually tweeted about his
longstanding idea of getting a de Havilland DH.98
Mosquito flying in the UK again. The positive response was huge, with general messages of support coming from all over the world and from all
types of people.
The idea was quickly taken up by other tweeters
and it wasn’t long before a core group had come
together to eventually become The People’s Mosquito. That group has now grown to a virtual
‘army’ (or should that be ‘ground crew’?) of many
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thousands, with followers and supporters all over
the world. The core group remains, as the management and lead team, as seen above.

Our aims for the funding of the project will reflect
the ‘Presentation’ movement seen during the First
and Second World Wars, whereby weapons –
tanks, aircraft etc. – were funded by ‘the people’
through public and corporate donation. Although
we hope to receive part of the funding from corporate sponsorship and the Heritage Lottery Fund,
we plan to replicate the ‘Presentation’ model by
asking the people of the United Kingdom to ‘do
their bit’ in helping us restore this magnificent flying memorial to airworthy condition.
We hope that it will be a memorial that captures
the spirit, the brilliance of design and above all the
tireless courage of our nation.
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The People’s Mosquito
We began our fundraising campaign proper in
April 2014, and to date have raised over £33,000
– still a long way from our eventual target of circa
£5.5 million, but the evidence suggests an exponential trend, and we expect donations will become more fluid with time. See our Donate page
for details on how you can make a donation.
From the outset, one of our primary objectives
was to work towards charitable status for The
People’s Mosquito. In early March 2016 we were
entered onto the Register of Charities by the
Charity Commission with the Registered Charity
Number 1165903. Prior to registration we had
been working as a charitable organisation since
July 2012, when we became an Incorporated
Charity – technically a Company limited by Guarantee. The charity does not have shareholders
and does not pay dividends. We will maintain and
operate the restored aircraft, funded by public donation, sponsorship and income from sale of
branded merchandise, with the intention of providing many hours of flying displays every year for
the people of the United Kingdom.
When we set out on this journey our first task was
to gauge public reaction. Would ‘the people’ be
interested in helping us make this happen, and
would the public have the appetite for such a bold
undertaking? We have been overwhelmed by the
exceptional response we have had from people
showing their support for the project through the
social media network, the website and of course
at airshows and events around the country. Moreover, support is not only coming from the UK – we
now have many organisations and individuals
around the world who are playing their part in
spreading the word far afield.
Our approach to the challenge of restoring a rare
WW2 aircraft to flight is distinctly different, with a
heavy reliance on social networking, and online
services have played an integral part in the development of the project over the past three and a
half years. They have helped bring The People’s
Mosquito team and its supporters together, and
being spread globally as it is, the TPM Board of
Directors have relied on online services to regularly meet up, keep in touch and keep moving the
project forward.

We were honoured in the summer of 2014 when
the famous test pilot, the late Capt. Eric ‘Winkle’
THE AUSSIE MOSSIE

Brown, RN, agreed to become our patron. Capt.
Brown, who sadly passed away in February of this
year, was the first man to land a heavy twinengined aircraft on the deck of a carrier, when in
March 1944 landed an adapted Mosquito FB.VI
on the deck of HMS Indefatigable. He cited the de
Havilland Mosquito as being one of the three most
important British aircraft of the Second World War
– the other two being the Spitfire and the Lancaster. We mourn his loss and will miss his stoic and
enthusiastic support.

In a traditionally British way we will, together with
our supporters, attempt to achieve something
from nothing. We have an airframe, in RL249, and
our plan is firmly set to start turning that into a flying Mosquito. When our goal has been achieved
and the project is complete, a British-based Mosquito will fly again for the first time in nearly twenty
years – since the tragic demise of the BAe-owned
Mosquito T.III at Barton in 1996.
The Aircraft
The de Havilland DH.98 Mosquito
The Mosquito was a multi-role combat aircraft that
served during the Second World War and the
postwar era. It was known affectionately as the
“Mossie” to its crews and was also nicknamed
“The Wooden Wonder”. It saw service with the
Royal Air Force (RAF) as well as other air forces
around the world.
When the Mosquito entered production in 1941, it
was one of the fastest operational aircraft in the
world. Over 7,000 of this beautiful aircraft, designed by Sir Geoffrey de Havilland, were built.

Only two Mosquitoes survive in flying condition
today: KA114, an FB.26 fighter variant which was
recently restored by AVspecs Ltd. in New Zealand, for Jerry Yagen’s Military Aviation Museum,
in the United States, and a bomber variant, B.35
VR796, recently restored to flight by Victoria Air
Maintenance Ltd. in Canada.
The Vision
The People’s Mosquito has a simple vision: to see
the return of the de Havilland DH.98 Mosquito to
the skies above Britain. The not-for-profit restoration project is a registered charity whose aim is to
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The People’s Mosquito
The remains of RL249’s main
spar ©The Peoples Mosquito Ltd

inform and educate the public and future generations on the Mosquito and its place in history. We
will achieve this aim by restoring and returning
this important aircraft to the sky, in conjunction
with building a valuable web-based Mosquito resource.

Our motto is: ‘To fly; To educate; To remember’.
Through flying displays around the country and an
‘open hangar’ policy, with an emphasis on education, we aim to communicate to future generations
the importance to the war effort of the Mosquito
during World War Two, and the unique design and
engineering techniques that went into its production. At the same time we will be honouring and
remembering those who designed, built, flew and
maintained the type in all its roles and locations.
The Plan
How we’re going to return RL249 to flight :
Engineering Plan
The remains of RL249 were recovered from RAF
Coltishall in 2010. Since then those remains have
been stored in a shed in East Anglia. There is
very little, if anything, that is in an airworthy state
amongst those remains, but what we do have, importantly, is the identity of that aircraft. This will
allow us to restore RL249 as a “dataplate restoration”.
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The first
thing we
needed to
do at the
outset of
this project,
back in early 2012,
was to formulate an
engineering
plan, and in
July of that
year we
presented
this to the
Civil Aviation Authority in a
“case conference’ with the Heads of Department
of the Safety Regulation Group. Our plan was accepted by the CAA, which effectively gave us the
go-ahead to proceed with the project, and the exchange of technical data between both parties is
ongoing.

Prior to September 2012, there were no flying examples of the Mosquito anywhere in the world.
Clues as to why that was the case lie in the trio of
facts that the aircraft’s fuselage is constructed
from a sandwich structure composite of three-ply
birch and balsa bonded together with a milk protein-based glue called casein, and formed on mahogany or concrete moulds. These moulds were
destroyed – along with the main wing assembly
jigs: many after the war, as production numbers
fell, and the rest when production ceased in the
early 1950’s.
They were simply seen as surplus to requirement,
and the result was no new Mosquitos could be
built. The casein glue added its own issues to the
longevity of the aircraft. After a time and under
certain conditions the adhesive would fail, allowing the wood that formed the fuselage and wings
to begin a delamination process – i.e. the ply
would start to come apart. This is not ideal for an
aircraft. This is compounded, as far as returning a
Mosquito to the air, by the fact that it is very unlikely that 70 year old wooden structures could
pass the CAA’s rigorous airworthiness tests, making it unfeasible to simply take a museum piece
and return it to flight.
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The People’s Mosquito
The CAA would not allow us
to go ahead if that was our
planned route. There is also
the emotional side to the
argument for returning a
museum piece to flight: so
much reconstructive work
would need be carried out,
that the result would be an
essentially new build. This
would be unacceptable as
museum Mosquitos have
their own histories and in
many cases have actually
seen action and for this reason alone are important airframes which anyone interested in conservation would
be loathe to dismantle.
A New Zealander called
Glyn Powell spent many
years re-inventing and reRL249’s exhaust stubs and 20mm cannon
building the moulds and jigs
ports ©The Peoples Mosquito Ltd
and the process of working
with them and the first completed restored Mosquito, KA114, saw its maiden This is now the only existing set of usable fuseflight in September 2012 at Ardmore Airport near
lage moulds in the world and RL249, The PeoAuckland, New Zealand.
ple’s Mosquito, will be built using them under licence.

Fuselage mould ©Glyn Powell
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Kalgoorlie Flier's Adventures
A transcription of an item captured by our
Archivist, David Devenish about a Kalgoorlie Flier's
Adventures after ditching of Mosquito.
Flying for 5 hours through fierce tropical storms...
never more than 150 feet above the angry
waves . . . with only one engine functioning . . .
then a crash landing followed by 36 hours in
open dinghies with storms still raging . . . then 3
days of tramping along the North West coast of
Australia . . . that was the experience of S/Ldr
K.J. ("Blue") Gray, of Roseville N.S.W. and F/O
W. E. (Bill) Sudlow, of Kalgoorlie.

That night we spent at sea in howling rain. Next
day we used the smaller dinghy as a sail and got
to within 300 yards of the main shore, but the tide
swept us out again.

They had been in a Mosquito on a photographic
reconnaissance to Java from a northern R.A.A.F.
base.

"The following day we spent lying under a tree,
trying to work out just where we were. We had an
emergency pack with a few matches in it.

"Just before, we reached the target, the starboard engine failed." said Gray. "But, we managed to do a visual 'recco' and get a few pictures.

"We had no idea where we were. We caught a frill
-necked lizard and ate it. "Next day we set off
North. We found some pigeon eggs and ate them
for breakfast, but they were not so good. We tried
not to touch our rations because we did not know
how long we'd have to keep going.

"It wasn't so hot flying at 100 to 150 feet on one
motor. It became just a bit worse when the port
motor gave out. But she came on again almost
immediately. We were 100 miles south of Java
by this time and rain was falling.
"After 5 hours, we sighted the coast, but the
storm was getting worse. "Just as we were looking for a beach to put down, the port motor overheated and she went. So we had to ditch in the
water.
Bill got the dinghy out as soon as we hit and we
climbed out on the wings. Don't ask me why, but
we both started to laugh. Bill looked at me and
said, "your ... form". He dived into the cockpit
while I held him by his heels. We were looking
for a bottle of water and it rained every day for a
week!
"We tried to get the camera, too, but the 'kite'
went down too quickly. So we started paddling
towards a small island. We had all our gear, all
we could save, in one little dinghy and we paddled under our own steam.
"We paddled to within 30 yards of this island and
then suddenly an outward tide of about 10 knots
swept us out to sea.
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"About 4 a.m. we could dimly see mangrove
swamps. We just made it. It was our first lucky
break. It took us 2 hours to cover 150 yards, up to
our knees in mud.

"That day we covered 10 miles and camped under
some gum trees. This spot was infested with kangaroo ticks and as were we before long. Next
morning we reached the coast and started looking
for oysters and crabs. And then Bill sighted a few
wisps of smoke.
"An aborigine came into sight and Bill yelled:
'Good-day, Jackie. The aborigine replied: 'Goodday, boss.' We could have kissed him. "He was
living in a little camp with his wife and had a great
pot of tea on the fire when we got there. He also
had a kangaroo cooking. So we turned over all
our rations to him and cleaned up his.
"The native told us it was 5 or 9 hours' walk to a
mission and offered to take us there. About 7:00
that night we reached it.
I'll never forget it, as long as I live, nor will Bill, I
should think. We found the most marvellous people we'd ever met, a priest with a silken beard 18
inches long and nuns who gave us eggs, fruit, butter, and even a cigarette.
"They washed our wounds and dressed them
(we'd picked up a few scratches here and there),
gave us each a great shot of brandy and put us to
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Kalgoorlie Flier's Adventures
bed in the schoolroom.
"People at the mission told us there was a
R.A.A.F. detachment working nearby, so I wrote a
letter and sent it by runner. These men later took
us to their camp and gave us a bottle of beer!

say too much for them," F/O Sudlow said. "Their
hospitality was almost incredible.

When I went back, they turned on a real reception. I went into the classroom and found a gathering of small native children. They sang a song I'd
never heard before about 'I'm Proud To Be An
Then they arranged for a Tiger Moth to take us to Australian.' "Then, when it was all over one little
Broome. From there we made it back to our
girl asked if the children could sing 'Coming In On
base." F/O Sudlow did not go to Broome immedi- a Wing and a Prayer.' "They washed and mended
ately, but paid another visit to the mission to thank all our clothes, and insisted on giving us presents.
the people there again for their help, "We can't
"Both airmen too, warmly praised their Mosquito."

Russian Mossie
The Soviets were very keen to try out the Mosquito.
Vladimir Kotelnikov outlines the only Russian example.

During the desperate battle to turn back the German forces that poured into the USSR after the
invasion in 1941, the Soviets needed highperformance attack and fighter aircraft – and lots
of them. The adaptable and highly potent Mosquito seemed to fit the bill perfectly.

agreed to supply one example, and to start crew
training.

At Errol in Scotland, 305 Ferry Training Unit had
been formed on January 1, 1943 to prepare Soviet crews to ferry Armstrong Whitworth Albemarles
to the USSR. With its expertise at teaching airmen
In the autumn of 1942 the USSR made an official from the east, No.305 was clearly the best unit to
request to the British Government for a 'Mossie' to tutor future 'Red Air Force' Mosquito crews, and
several Russian pilots and navigators arrived for
evaluate. If the trials went well, the idea was to
place a large order for various models, or to buy a instruction on the type in July 1943.
licence to build them in Russia.
They were followed a few days later by Mosquito
T.111 HJ961 and Flg Off Rayner, an instructor
The UK looked upon the request favourably and
THE AUSSIE MOSSIE
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Russian Mossie
from 60 Operational Training Unit.
By August 9, pilot Senior Lt N D Polosukhin and
navigator Lt Kekishev had finished type conversion and a few weeks later the ‘Red Star’ Mossie
– Mk.IV DK296 - was delivered to Errol.
Built in the spring of 1942, it was a veteran of 15
'ops' with 105 Squadron and had been fitted with
a 120 gallon fuel tank in the bomb bay in place of
bomb shackles and release mechanisms.

Polosukhin and Kekishev familiarised themselves with DK296 and prepared for the long
flight home to Russia. After three attempts were
cancelled due to mechanical problems or bad
weather, the Mosquito finally left Scotland on
April 19, 1944, and routed over the North Sea,
Sweden, the Baltic Sea and over Germanoccupied territory, arriving at Vnukovo, near
Moscow.
NINE-FLIGHT WONDER
From April 25 the Mosquito entered service with
the Flight Research and Test Institute of the Peoples Commissariat of Aviation Industry (LII
NKAP) at Kratovo, now known as Zhukovsky.
V.S. Pankratov was appointed as leading engineer for the evaluation, together with to pilot Ni-
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kolay S Rybko. The latter wrote in his report: "The
flight controls are very similar to the [Petlyakov]
Pe-2. However, the Mosquito's longitudinal stability, lower loads from the control surfaces and significant tendency to the left turn on the landing
run, put higher demands on the pilot than the Pe2."
On May 15, Aleksandr I Kabanov and navigator P
I Perevalov ferried DK296 to another airfield
(Sverdlovsk in the Urals) for further test work.
Kabanov lost control during the landing run, the
bomber swung to port, ran off the runway, tearing
off the undercarriage and sliding on to its belly.
The crew was unhurt but the aircraft sustained
considerable damage and was not repaired. The
Mosquito carried out just nine flights in USSR.
After the crash, DK296 was dismantled and subassemblies were sent to various organisations for
evaluation. Despite its short career, the Mosquito
influenced Soviet aviation industry - the concept of
a high-speed bomber without defensive armament
became popular.
The Pe-2I prototype developed by Myasishchev
and the Tupolev '63/2' were both referred to as
'Soviet Mosquitos', but neither machine had any
design features in common with the real 'Wooden
Wonder'.
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RAAF Museum Update
MUSEUM PLANS FOR 2016
Work at the Museum will revolve around refurbishments and restructuring which may impact on some
volunteer tasks and access to public displays. The
restoration of the Museum's tarmac and public flying
display area is now complete. The tarmac has been
resurfaced and fencing has reinstalled for public display purposes. Sunday 17th April will be the official
re-opening for flying displays. The Roulettes will be
displaying, and they will also be celebrating 500,000
RAAF PC-9/A flying hours. We anticipate a crowd of
around 2000. There will be revamping and recladding of various Museum Hangars in the near
future plus renovations in the Museum complex. We
appreciate your understanding of the constraints
and inconveniences that might arise, however we
anticipate that these happenings will ultimately lead
to the improvement and development of RAAF Museum features and operations.
MUSTANG ENGINE

section over two days, and it is now
completed. Repair costs were paid by the
manufacturer.

The overhaul to the Rolls-Royce Merlin Engine for
the Mustang Mk 23 A68-170 by Retro Track and Air
in the UK is expected to be completed and returned
to Point Cook by the middle of this year. Once all is
intact, the Mustang will take to the skies again as
part of the Museum flying displays and fly pasts.

Formal handover and dedication of the
Spitfire Replica to the RAAF Museum
will be confirmed at a suitable date
for the CAF or his representative, and
our major sponsors. June seems to be
the preferred month.

A second Merlin engine is being stripped by a team
of volunteers under Dave Jones watchful eye, in
preparation of the removal of the cylinder banks so
they can be sent to the UK to be incorporated in the
overhaul of the Mustang's engine.

Photos by Darryl Wells

SPITFIRE REPLICA—A58-492
The replica was assembled and installed at the
RAAF Museum on Monday 18th April 2016. Assembly was undertaken by two staff members
from the manufacturer, Gateguards UK, who travelled to Australia specifically for this task.
Unfortunately, there was some minor damage found
on the leading edge of the port wing. It is unclear
when the damage occurred, but most likely during
shipping. The damage appears to have been confined to one section around a cannon stub. The
Gateguards team repaired and repainted the
PAGE 12
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From the Mailbox
Recently, Maurice
Austin a Friend of the
RAAF museum found
an interesting advertisement published in
Radio & Electrical Retailer, May 2, 1946 on
page 147.
This advertisement
and associated photographs (see on
right) were put together by F Dickin Pty Ltd
to record their war
effort and provide interest to those concerned with technical
construction.
F Dickin Pty Ltd, a
furniture factory at
Leichhardt NSW, was
employed to produce
part of the DH-98 the
rear spar. Other Sydney furniture factories
produced other components; Rickets and
Thorp Pty Ltd, front
spar; Bray and Halliday Pty Ltd, wing
skins; Reilton and
Griffin, tank doors.
The fuselage was
produced at the piano
factory of Beale and
Co Ltd at Annandale,
NSW.
With the end of the war, the factory announced it
was ready for new trade and used the war work in
which it had been engaged as a means of announcing its new found skills and efficiencies and
that it was ready for an expanding trade.

Greetings all,
Richard Luxton rang me to announce the arrival of
his new laser cutter. He said one of his first tasks
will be to cut out footplates and gusset plates for
the construction of a replica control tower for Coomalie. I’ve just sent an email to the AWM for a
drawing(s) or design details on WW2 control towers, so will let you know what happens.
Terry Burke
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From the Mailbox
Thank you for the reminder, at my time of life, I
need that subtle follow-up when I open the mail
box.
I think I must be in my wonder years :
•
•
•

I wonder where I left my glasses;
I wonder where I left my car keys;
I wonder why I forgot to pay my MAAA
subscription…

Sorry to hear of Reg Spooner’s passing, a great
mate while serving in the south west Pacific. Especially whiling away our time on Labuan Island
and later from time to time—we were always in
contact.
Yes, we have had the experience and as a result have been endowed with that mateship and
I guess a fellowship that will forever remain
strong.
As the 11th of the 11th draws near we once
again commemorate the day and remember
those who served and those who paid the ultimate price.
I will now finish this reminder with thanks
Roy G Hunt

On completion of the conversion, I paired up with
navigator, John Scotland and proceeded to
Western Australia where we carried out PR work
over Wooramel, Gin Gin and Barlee.
Returned to Canberra followed by PR work in
Northern Queensland and Western New South
Wales over Bourke and Cobar.
It was December 1952 that I and my Navigator
Mike Woods were posted on exchange duties to
No 81 (PR) Squadron RAF at Seletar, Singapore.
Our work was searching for evidence of Malay
Communist movements in the Malay/Thailand
Burma border area.
It was on one of these Thai/Burma sorties that
we lost one of our Mosquitoes, never to be seen
or heard of again. The possible reason may have
been the Mosquito construction. This assumption
was strengthened by the loss of a De Havilland
Hornet which disintegrated in the circuit area of
Butterworth Base.

I had been at Seletar for five months and was
sent to RAF Base Butterworth in charge of a
small detachment of two Mosquitoes plus another Pilot and Navigator, plus twelve engineering
personnel. Mike Wood was still my Navigator.
I completed my Malay posting in June 1953, returned to Australia and did PR work over the
South western area of Western Australia.

Dear Terry,
I have enjoyed reading the Association news
and decided to give my “Mosquito” news from
August 1951 to August 1953.
I had service in World War II flying P40Kittyhawks and retired from RAAF at end of the
war.
In 1951, I re-joined the RAAF and received a
refresher course flying Tiger Moths and Wirraways followed by my first type conversion onto
the Mosquito based at RAAF Base Fairbairn,
Canberra. My instructor was Flt Lt Ted McKenzie, a name that would be familiar to most members of the Association.
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I retired from the RAAF in 1968 and flew commercial in helicopters until 1989 working with
mineral and oi companies throughout all areas of
Australia and Papua/New Guinea.
My total flying time was 18,000 hours, 9,000 of
which was on one type of aircraft, the Bell Jet
Ranger helicopter.
In 2012 I was awarded first prize in the literature
section of the :Heritage” awards—available at the
War Memorial and “Air Power Development Centre, Office of Air Force History.
Cheers, Laddie Hindley
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From the Mailbox
My husband and MAAA member Harold (Hal)
Hobson has been awarded France's highest
decoration for his service in the Second World
War. It comes more than 70 years after the liberation of France.

We are always on the look out for breakthroughs
to report to you on for skin cancer treatments but
the basics are still the same - as I always point
out, if something is changing then let’s have a
look and see what it is.

The French Ambassador to Australia Christophe
Lecourtier, advised Hal of the decision of the
French President to award him the Chevalier
(Knight) dans L'Ordre national de la Legion
d'Honneur in a letter dated 14th May 2015.

The good news is I expect to see a lot of changing things that end up being harmless. By checking it means that we don’t miss any skin cancers
and you have peace of mind. Early diagnosis is
our best weapon against skin cancer.

The presentation of Hal's medal was made by
the Consulate-General of France, Eric Beri on
16th June 2015.

I hope you all had an enjoyable summer and
please call us if there is anything we can help
you with, Tony

At the age of 18, Hal enlisted with the Royal
Australian Air Force and trained in Canada
where he earned his wings. He later joined 464
Squadron participating in bombing raids over
Germany in Mosquito aircraft flying from a base
in England.
Now living in Bellingen, NSW, Hal was supported at the presentation by his wife Nancy and
family.
Hal at the ripe old age of 95 is still well and very
interested in your restoration project.
Best Wishes Nancy Hobson.

Autumn news update from Dr Tony Dicker:

It's Autumn and we survived Summer!. Even
though this week is still warm we were lucky
there weren't too many hot days this year and
hopefully not too many sunburns.
Now that we are heading into autumn, it is important that we don’t get caught out by accidental sunburn.
On cooler days we might not be as careful with
the hat and sunscreen, until night time when we
have ‘burn regret. That horrible ‘oops’ feeling.
It’s not just about how hot the sun is, but also
about how long we are outside. Even on the
cooler days we can get burnt.
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My husband and MAAA member Harold (Hal)
Hobson has been awarded France's highest decoration for his service in the Second World War.
It comes more than 70 years after the liberation
of France.
The French Ambassador to Australia Christophe
Lecourtier, advised Hal of the decision of the
French President to award him the Chevalier
(Knight) dans L'Ordre national de la Legion
d'Honneur in a letter dated 14th May 2015.
The presentation of Hal's medal was made by the
Consulate-General of France, Eric Beri (see photo) on 16th June 2015.
At the age of 18, Hal enlisted with the Royal Australian Air Force and trained in Canada where he
earned his wings. He later joined 464 Squadron
participating in bombing raids over Germany in
Mosquito aircraft flying from a base in England.
Now living in Bellingen, NSW, Hal was supported
at the presentation by his wife Nancy and family.
Hal at the ripe old age of 95 is still well and very
interested in your restoration project.
Best Wishes, Nancy Hobson
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From the Mailbox
Hi fellow Mossieites,
I had this sent through to me, although it is
about a Spitfire pilot I felt that you could be interested in watching it on ‘YouTube’.
This is a great war story…well worth watching.
https://www.youtube.com/embed/
ie3SrjLlcUY?feature=player_embedded

Regards Ray Poulter

Your destination is Darwin,
My ears I could hardly believe.
I was trop kitted and issued equipment,
Then with a firm chin I said goodbye,
To that beautiful sunny Melbourne,
And trying so hard not to cry.
I boarded the Spirit of Protest,
Where I travelled to Alice Springs,
How I cursed the South Aussie railways,
And threatened all sorts of things.
Eventually I landed at Darwin,
Where my tropical term begins,
Tis strange how the Lord sought to punish me,
For my past and few little sins.
I dug holes and mixed blasted concrete,
Till my hands were all blistered and sore,
Sweating and toiling for freedom,
Working for the end of this war.

Biggin Hill Heritage Hangar Ltd

NEWS: We are pleased to announce that we
have been commissioned in association with
Avspecs in New Zealand, to restore a de Havilland Mosquito to airworthy condition to be based
at Biggin Hill. More details to follow soon.

In twenty years’ time when it's over,
And your family has grown quite a size,
Don't let your conscience trouble you,
When you tell them a few little lies.
They are sure to ask lots of questions,
And stories they will seek,
Just think of the "Battle of Coomalie".
And the Japs that you threw in the creek.
Composed by W/O (Neville) Chamberlin.

At a flying school down in Victoria,
I was walking along the tarmac,
When an Airman came running behind me,
And yelling for me to turn back.
He pulled up all breathless and panting,
And said you are wanted at three,
You are leaving this unit tomorrow,
You are posted to 1. P.D.
His words left me all, excited,
Wondering what countries I'd see,
You can picture my disappointment,
When they broke the sad news to me.

Dear All,
I would like to make you aware that my longawaited book: RAF 100 Group - Kindred Spirits is
now published by Austin Macauley, and
'Collectables' are fast running out.
There are 100 'Collectables' only in total which
contain 2 templates with backing, ready to be
stuck into the inside front cover and opposite
page, with a further four pages of inserts filled
with original veteran signatures, including details
about those who signed.

Get your clearances as quickly as possible,
You are starting six days final leave,
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From the Mailbox
Books without veteran signatures and therefore
not 'Collectables' can be ordered direct through
Amazon and other online outlets. But it is these
100 'Collectables' which are unique, and represent an investment for the future.
Each hardback book is £20.99 with £5 postage/
packing in the UK. Postage costs to those
abroad obviously differ, but I have found that
£35 as a total cost gets it through to most countries as a single item.

Comments and reviews from those who have
received their copy express delighted surprise at
its weighty volume and collection of history and
stories therein.
Their comments include: 'it is the best book
about Bomber Command I have ever read!', this
from veteran John Beeching in New Zealand, an
avid reader.
The book includes the American perspective
written by Stephen Hutton, whose father served
in the U.S. Bomb Squadron working alongside

THE AUSSIE MOSSIE

RAF 100 Group with specialist and very secret
equipment.
Otherwise, the publication focuses on bringing
together, often for the first and only time; the
voices of those who served under 100 Group and
those who flew in partnership with them in wartime.
The centre pages are given over to a variety of
photographs relevant to the writings surrounding
them.
Best wishes,
Janine Bradley
Secretary RAF 100 Group Association
Editor: 'Confound & Destroy' Association magazine
Author of 23 books under JANINE HARRINGTON
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Vale
It is with deep regret that the Association has been informed of the passing of
Raymond Luxford of Glen Waverley, Victoria

New Members
The Association is pleased to announce and introduce new members since the last Bulletin:
Peter Lewis of Melbourne, Victoria
Gregory Martin of Simson, Victoria
Barry Baird of Albion Park Rail, New South Wales
Robert Baird of Albion Park Rail, New South Wales
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Articles in this Bulletin have been faithfully reproduced and credit has been given to the reference source where known.
If any details are misrepresented or incorrect, please contact the Editor who will makes amends in following publications.
"Disclaimer: The Mosquito Aircraft Association of Australia ("the Association") is a privately funded charitable organisation which has no connection with any other body. The views and opinions expressed in any article and/or publication by the Association are those of the Association and/or its contributors, and not of the Department of Defence, the RAAF Museum or any other body."
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